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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 41 " Rear head room 39 " Front
shoulder room 65 " Rear shoulder room 65 " Front hip room 61 " Rear hip room 61 " Front leg
room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 6 Exterior Length Gross weight 6, lbs. Fuel
Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 1, lbs. Maximum towing capacity 8, lbs. Drive type
four-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site.
Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the
option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you
have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned
off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:.
Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market average!
We have full capability to meet your specialized buying needs. We can do it all! Call the Kendall
Value Lot at Located at 20 Coburg Rd, we are pleased to offer this Chevrolet Silverado This
Chevrolet Silverado LS comes equipped with 4 wheel drive, which means no limitations as to
how or where you can drive. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have no
effect as to how this vehicle performs. Low, low mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance
program make this vehicle a rare find. This vehicle won't last long, take it home today. Seller
makes no representation as to the drivability or reliability of the subject vehicle. You reserve the
right to have the vehicle inspected by a mechanic of your choice and are encouraged by Seller
to do so, in order to determine the extent of any mechanical issues associated with the vehicle.
The price range of the vehicle is predicated by two factors: 1 Age of the vehicle; and 2 Mileage
on the vehicle. This vehicle is more likely than not to have mechanical issues that may render
the vehicle inoperable without further investment in repairs. The Seller has no obligation to
perform any such repairs. Everything works! Upgradable warranty included! This is a rare find,
so be sure to call or visit We offer you a pleasant, non-confrontational, no-hassle selling
process so you do not have to go through the old negotiation battle. Shoppers can expect sales
consultants that are non-commissioned so you can select the vehicle you want without being
pressured. We give you our best price up front and from the start. It doesn't matter if you do or
do not have a trade, or finance with us. It's one low price, plain and simple. Check out this
Chevrolet Silverado Its Automatic transmission and Gas V6 4. But want something to last longer
than a couple of years? Well, no need to keep looking this Chevy Silverado has what your
looking for!! With its 4. This Chevy only has 85xxx miles!! Call us for more information! Vortec
4. Just 72, Miles on this one! If you need an affordable truck, this is the one you've been looking
for! Call us today before it's gone! That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy your
next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka
Indiana. Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto. AS IS Sweet Wheels! Great Deals!. This
vehicle qualifies for our Warranty Forever at no additional cost to you! The Smart Family would
like to thank you for the opportunity to assist in the purchase of your next new vehicle. For over
years the Smart family has been family owned and operated business in the heart of central
Arkansas. Offering the highest level of customer service and an outstanding purchase
experience has allowed our year tradition. We look forward to serving you and thanks again for
shopping Smart. This Chevrolet Silverado is beautiful and the interior is clean with virtually no
flaws. This is about the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's
to tell you, it is absolutely true. Stop by Larry H. Miller Boulder Toyota and check out the
beautiful selection of new and pre-owned vehicles with amazing pricing and financing options.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 22, Manual 5. Cylinders 8 cylinders 19, 6
cylinders 2, 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Close Larry H.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Bought a Chevy Silverado in It had
39, miles on it. I was a bit nervous I was paying too much but I was betting the engine would
make my deal a sweet one. I've got a bit over ,00 miles on it now. It'll be ten years ago this fall I
bought it. NEVER had an issue. NOT one. Had to have the fuel injection-stuff cleaned out at
about k miles Look'n for a vehicle for my twin sons. Seems every vehicle I look up, including

this truck, someone has had transmission issues. I felt compelled to write a review on my
Chevy. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get
it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 41 "
Rear head room 39 " Front shoulder room 65 " Rear shoulder room 65 " Front hip room 61 "
Rear hip room 62 " Front leg room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 9 Exterior Length
Gross weight 7, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 4, Payload 2, lbs. Maximum towing
capacity 8, lbs. Drive type four-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration In his indictment of modern art, The Painted Word, Tom Wolfe
noted that the modern art world had become completely literary; paintings, he said, existed only
to illustrate an idea or the theory behind the piece. Artists were, said Wolfe, engaged less in
representing reality in a beautiful or accurate way than they were in competing in a game of
intellectual one-upmanship. It's certainly not a calculated insult, as Wolfe would describe
modern art, against middle-brow tastes. But the Avalanche is about something. It's the idea of
"convertibility," "spontaneous adaptability," and "ultimate utility" rendered in pounds of steel
and plastic. At the center of the Avalanche, both literally and figuratively, is the "Midgate"-a
piece of high-strength plastic 53 inches wide and 25 inches high that acts as the rear wall of the
vehicle's cabin and the front wall of the cargo bed. The Midgate is hinged on its bottom edge so
it can be opened like a trap door between the cabin and the bed. The Midgate is the engineered
manifestation of the desire to allow free flow between the inside and outside of the vehicle. This
would be where that "spontaneous adaptability" part comes in. When it's latched shut, the
vehicle is a five- or six-passenger sport-ute that has a small pickup bed in back. Open the
Midgate, and the Avalanche is a two- or three-passenger depending on whether it is equipped
with front buckets or a front bench seat pickup with a full-length bed. It extends the cargo bed
into the back half of the cabin, turning a short, five-foot-three-inch-long box into an
eight-foot-two-inch-long truck bed. And that was just trick one. Release two latches at the
trailing edge of the headliner, and the rear glass comes out, independent of the Midgate. It
stores away in a recessed area on the Midgate. You can remove the rear glass separately, or
you can fold only the Midgate, leaving the glass in place. Or you can open the entire rear of the
cabin by removing the glass and folding the Midgate. A horizontal crossbar between the glass
and the Midgate stays in place to support the glass if you wish only to lower the Midgate, or it
folds forward with the Midgate. It's a clever device that gadget freaks will love. Whether anyone
needs such a device is immaterial. It's the idea, man, an idea that we first saw on the Nissan
SUT concept a few years ago, although fiscal uncertainties precluded the company from
developing it. The Midgate is the only critical difference between the Avalanche and the herd of
four-door pickup trucks that have poured into the market in the past few years. Without that
Midgate feature, the existence in Chevy's truck lineup of both this vehicle and a four-door
Silverado doesn't make much sense. But for all its cleverness and good execution, the Midgate
doesn't add any cargo- or human-hauling capability beyond that of a four-door pickup with a
bed extender. The real advantage of the Midgate solution might have been to prevent the
Avalanche from becoming grotesquely long. Although it provides plenty of room for up to six
passengers and eight-foot-long loads but not simultaneously , the Avalanche is about two feet
shorter than a full-size four-door, crew-cab pickup. But at and-a-half feet long, it's not compact,
only less massive. There are other clever ideas, such as a three-piece hard bed cover.
Combined with the standard locking tailgate, the cover also provides a secure, enclosed cargo
hold. Chevy also made enough room inside the wide cargo-bed walls for a small, lockable
compartment on each side that can be used as ice chests. But it was the Midgate that indirectly
contributed to the new Chevy's excellent driving characteristics because it required that the
company use the Suburban instead of the Silverado as a starting point. A pass-through won't
work with the separate cabin and bed construction of a pickup. The Avalanche benefits from the
Suburban's strong structure, with fully boxed frame rails, which provides a more solid base
than would the Silverado frame. The new truck also adopts the Suburban's rear coil-spring

suspension for a more comfortable ride than the Silverado's leaf-spring suspension could
provide. Cutting off the rear of a Suburban roof meant that Chevrolet had to add structural
reinforcements to stiffen the Avalanche. Chevy engineers designed a strong C-ring around the
back of the cab. The flying buttresses at the rear of the cabin add even more strength to the
body structure. Chevrolet says the Avalanche is stiffer than the Suburban. During our drive on a
variety of surfaces, it felt rock solid. Those buttresses also direct airflow cleanly away from the
rear of the cabin. With the rear glass removed, the cabin stays quiet and free of wind buffeting
up to about 60 mph. We appreciate their function even if they are covered in the same
cheap-looking gray plastic as much of the rest of the vehicle. People we encountered thought
the Avalanche looked bitchin' or grotesque, although the latter was the more prevalent opinion.
The front end looks like a cubist rendition of a Chevy. At least left-lane dawdlers got the hell
over at the sight of the Avalanche's demented face coming from behind. And it has the power to
back up its image. Under the hood is the hp, 5. With pound-feet of peak torque, even this
three-ton truck accelerates briskly, reaching 60 mph in 8. Our test vehicle was a
four-wheel-drive Z71 off-road model, which comes standard with knobby inch Goodyear
Wrangler tires, a locking rear differential, and off-road-oriented suspension tuning. Still, the
Avalanche is pleasant on-road. The dirt tires limi
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t grip 0. Be gentle at the controls, and you can usher this vehicle confidently around corners.
Chevy also offers the Z66 on-road package for rear-wheel-drive models, with inch touring tires
and more road-oriented suspension tuning. A heavy-duty Avalanche with an 8. For a vehicle
designed around one idea, the Avalanche is actually a nice, if overly large, all-purpose truck.
Now buyers just have to invent needs to use all this convertibility, spontaneous adaptability,
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